
 

17/736:  Transport for Canberra Policy – Community Consultation 

Summary of Impacts 

• The draft Moving Canberra – Integrated Transport Network Strategy (Moving Canberra) provides a new 
long term strategic direction for integration of the transport system in the ACT and identifies the policies, 
infrastructure, programs and services needed to meet customers’ expectations.  
o The development of the policy statement focus on transport’s role as a major enabler for all 

economic and social activity across the territory, and its role in contributing to long term economic, 
social and environmental outcomes. 

o The Strategy examines the movement patterns and travel requirements for users, the potential 
growth and change expected for the city and region, and the capacity of our transport networks to 
accommodate and respond to forecast demand and future mobility trends. 

o It incorporates an ACT Movement and Place Framework to better describe, plan and manage our 
road network. The Framework will better integrate transport and land use planning by balancing the 
‘movement and place’ functions of our road network, and is a way of ensuring that transport 
planning and place-making work together to create a more liveable, permeable and functional city. 

Key to impacts: Red – negative, Blue - neutral and Green - positive. 

Social 

Community 
and Individual 
Health 

• The draft Strategy promotes active travel options and walkable communities as a 
means to improving health and wellbeing, reducing the prevalence of chronic 
diseases, creating accessible communities, and increasing the social and economic 
prosperity of the community. 

• The draft Strategy addresses future trends towards less car ownership, and the rise 
of on-demand and shared transport models and flexible working hours.  

• A more resilient transport network will deliver enhanced social outcomes – social 
and mental health, social capital and social participation.  

• The Strategy looks at future technology trends, such as autonomous vehicles and 
delivery drones, and considers the role these might play in increasing social mobility 
and supporting those without access to a car. 

• Harnessing on-demand and shared transport approaches – such as mobility as a 
service – will offer access to a wider range of transport service options.  

Access to 
Services 

• The draft Strategy recognises that as the ACT population grows, access to good 
public transport and active travel will play a key role in managing the increase in 
congestion, and supporting reliable journey to work travel times. 

• It encourages active travel options and better integration of a range of flexible 
services catering to those with mobility needs or with low incomes, including 
specialised disability transport services, flexible bus services and community 
transport. 

• It facilitates access to services by different modes and easier interchange at key 
hubs, which, along with improved services will also enable customers to complete 
more complex journeys more easily. 

• It supports the concept of a ‘whole journey’ approach to accessible transport 
(meaning that there are no gaps). Additional and improved bus infrastructure will 
also make the public transport network more accessible and inclusive for customers. 

• It also demonstrates a customer-centred approach through integration of fares, 
technology and timetabling that makes mode switching easy from a customer 
viewpoint. 

Economic 

ACT 
Government 
Budget 

• Whilst in draft form, the Strategy has no immediate financial impact, however it 
proposes a greater balance in road investment between infrastructure and non-
infrastructure solutions.  



 

• It also supports delivery of a compact city which will generate fewer vehicle trips, 
creates economic efficiencies by reducing the need for expenditure on roads and car 
parks. 

• Should all the activities outlined within the draft Strategy be included in the final 
version, there will be financial implications. Completion of these activities will be 
subject to routine budget processes. 

Productivity • The draft Strategy recognises the importance of connecting with the region, other 
governments and with industry to increase regional productivity and economy. 

• It places an emphasis on improved cross-border transport including collaborative 
partnerships between ACT and NSW to enable seamless travel across borders and 
improved rail connections between Sydney and Canberra. 

• It understands the need for an efficient, safe and sustainable freight network for a 
growing ACT and regional economy and community while protecting urban amenity, 
and considers what is needed to enable this. 

• It will also support smart city technology as a means to operating, managing and 
maintaining our transport assets and services. 

Investment and 
Economic 
Growth 

• The draft Strategy considers the key corridors which provide movement between the 
strategic centres of Canberra. 

• It optimises the value of investment in light rail and the new bus network by 
supporting transit-oriented development and endorsing strategic parking policies. 

• Parking controls and pricing are to be applied as an effective travel demand 
management tool, with fees being set at a level that encourages a mode shift in 
places accessible by public transport and in managing congestion to support the 
economic vitality and success of centres. 

• It also addresses future-proofing the resilience of the ACT transport network to 
accommodate future population growth and new technology trends. 

Competition • The draft Strategy highlights Canberra Airport’s role as a major gateway to Canberra 
and the region, recognised by Transport for NSW as a Global Gateway City.  

• It seeks to establish Canberra as a testbed for private sector innovation by inviting 
investment and trialling new transport technologies. 

• Direct international flights from Canberra Airport create significant opportunities for 
our businesses, educational and cultural institutions.  

Environmental 
Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions 

• The draft Strategy contains a number of policy directions which support ACT targets 
for decarbonisation within the transport sector including accelerating the transition 
to zero emissions vehicles 

• It encourages mass modal shift to zero emissions public transport by building light 
rail and improving the bus network. 

• It contains a focus on walking and cycling with the understanding that uptake of 
active travel contributes significantly to zero emission journeys.  

• It supports the continuation of financial incentives (zero stamp duty and 20% 
reduction in registration fees for electric vehicles (EVs)). 

• It encourages the car industry to provide and sell EVs to reduce carbon emissions. 
• It also facilitates greater zero emission transport choices for staff by supporting the 

actions in the Transition to Zero Emission Vehicles Action Plan (i.e. only leasing zero 
emission fleet vehicles where feasible, making E-bikes and Zero Emission Vehicles 
available for business travel, and allowing staff to salary-sacrifice the purchase of 
electric bicycles and provide associated charging infrastructure at the workplace). 

  


